STOCK PICKS OF THE MONTH

Closer to the bottom
The stable behavior showed by the exchange
in the beginning of September turned out to
be temporary. After the first signs of weakness at the foreign markets, indices went
straight down. SOFIX lost additional 8.23%
in September after a weak performance in
August.

Market risks were clearly on the downside
and there is no sign of a future change yet.
Sales were at relatively low volumes but
there was a daily pressure on prices achieved
through a big bank. The bank serves mainly
foreign investors.
SOFIX certificates
The main index’s drop was mainly due to the
correction abroad and to the risk revaluation
on the Bulgarian market. In 2011 there were
two periods of decline, which finds its explanation in the structured products on SOFIX.
On June 6, 2011 and on August 9, 2011,
Royal Bank of Scotland announced it had
closed two of the certificates based on SOFIX. That resulted in a market decline due to
the fact that for repaying the certificates the
bank needs to sell stocks. Foreign investors
have probably decided to decrease their exposure on the Bulgarian market. However , if
that continues, it will not be surprising if the
September drop is also from foreign activity.
Local investors’ behavior is not diverging
from their foreign counterparts’. Negative
bias is prevailing, although we cannot consider that as being an effect of the global
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economic slowdown yet. Demand has surely
decreased and that supported September’s
decline, which was characterized by weaker
turnovers. Withdrawal of buy orders was typical for the negative sessions. Local investors
are usually cautious when foreign markets
are trending lower and they don’t buy after
positive sessions abroad to avoid being
trapped in more serious decline.
The strong downtrend had to be confirmed
with increased turnovers as compared to the
previous months. The graph below shows
that it was not the case.

We are considering the median of the daily
turnovers in order to isolate the effect of big
packages’ movements, such as in June. The
lack of increase in the daily turnovers proved
the limited scope of the sales and investors’
withdrawal, of course. Due to the global uncertainty, there is no willingness to buy, despite the low prices.
Our expectations lead towards a market bottom in the next couple of weeks. Sales pressure will decrease to insignificant levels, investors will remain cautious, with no willingness to buy. October will probably account
for the lowest levels of turnover this year ,
even if the foreign exchanges experience
price recovery and less negativism towards
the European bank crisis. That model of behavior of BSE was settled in the last couple
of years, as the investors prefer being cautious when the market goes down.
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Non-consolidated reports
Publishing of the first reports will start in the
end of October . Some companies will reveal
information regarding their entire line of
business while others will only cover their
main operations. In the table below we present expected results for revenue and net
income for Q3, based on a regression analysis using data from the last 30 months.
Gross margin is calculated as the trailing 12
months average.
Alcomet
Blagoevgrad-BT
Elhim Iskra
Emka
Kaolin
M+S Hydraulic
Neochim
Lead and Zink
Sopharma
Sopharma Trading
Sparky Eltos
HES
Juriy Gagarin

Revenues Change
80 071
28.10%
55 771
10.99%
12 074 -17.18%
20 750
22.28%
37 660
6.16%
24 927
45.81%
13 747
-2.06%
31 195
-6.60%
61 508
6.69%
119 145
19.19%
14 911
70.72%
12 670
3.72%
15 070
12.73%

Profit
Margin
2 954
3.69%
2 441
4.38%
1 155
9.57%
857
4.13%
2 471
6.56%
3 912
15.70%
-4 986 -36.27%
225
0.72%
10 695
17.39%
2 059
1.73%
-1 752 -11.75%
920
7.26%
1 061
7.04%

That method of forecasting does not account
for the industry specifics, except for Neochim. In their case the seasonal effect is
considerable and thus just the summer
months’ data are used for the analysis.
Net income is calculated via the average
margin for the past four quarters. That helps
us see which companies are operating below
and above their averages during Q3. We are
currently not expecting sharp improvements
in the financial results. The positive trend in
the net income increase will improve the
profit margin but the global slowdown and
the potential recession in Europe could bring
negative surprises. As to its scale, we will
only know from the Q4 reports release.
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on what is about to happen to the two public
listed factories in Blagoevgrad and Sofia. The
lack of bidding offers from more participants
during the sale of the majority stake and the
price being close to the minimum, mean that
the premium for control is insignificant. That
is, the current quotations of the companies’
stocks are fundamentally underpriced. They
can remain like that due to market reasons.
The shares of Orgachim (5ORG) are not actively traded and there is no fluctuation in
prices. The auction supply and the diminished free-float have led to the position’s
disappearing from investors’ sight. An important step towards the delisting of the
company from the exchange is the sale of
the share of the pension fund Doverie. They
owned a significant package and could in
practice help in blocking the decision of
delisting.
Trace Group Hold (T57) was down in the
trailing three months by nearly 15%, and
compared to its peak for the year it is down
33%. The stock is interesting with the big
time gap between the last day with a right of
participation in the capital increase and the
actual start of the new shares’ trading. The
diminished liquidity could have contributed
for the weaker correction in the share price.
Indeed, the trading with the new shares
pushed down the price with more than 15%
on October , 10th. It begun to recover but the
weakness was expected and we considered it
as sign for long-term bottom.

Companies in focus
Privatization of Bulgartabac Holding (57B) is
already completed. The company was sold at
nearly 30 BGN per share. Stocks’ market
price remained lower despite the perspectives of a higher tender offer if the new majority owner decide to delist the holding or
any of its subsidiaries. It is not clear for now
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reflect his or her personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers; (2) no part of any of the research
analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed
by the research analyst(s) in this document.
Financial Interest: ELANA Trading may trade or own shares of the analyzed companies. The research analyst(s) is not
holding shares of the analyzed companies, unless otherwise noted.
Regulatory Authority: Financial Supervisory Commission, Shar Planina Street 33, 1303 Sofia, Bulgaria
Information Disclosure: All reasonable care has been taken to ensure the facts stated are accurate and opinions given are
fair and reasonable. Our recommendations are based on information available to the public that we consider to be reliable
but for the completeness and accuracy of which we assume no liability. Neither ELANA Trading, nor its directors, officers
or employees shall in any way be responsible for its contents. The views expressed may differ from the views of other firm
departments or representatives. Additional information is available upon request. Unless otherwise noted, sources for all
information in charts and tables are ELANA Trading’s calculations.
Risks for Investors: Information in this document should not be regarded as an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments. The investment possibilities discussed in this document may not be suitable for certain investors depending on their
specific investment objectives and time horizon or in the context of their overall financial situation. In particular, the risks
associated with an investment in the securities or the financial instruments under discussion are not explained in its entirety.
The prices or values of the securities may go down as well as up and can fluctuate and fall against the investor. The securities or investments may cause the investor to lose the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of the securities or investments.
Valuation Methods: Company valuations are based on the following methods: multiple-based (P/E, P/B, EV/EBITDA),
historical valuation approaches, peer comparisons, discount models (DCF, DDM) or asset-based evaluation methods. Valuation models are dependent on macroeconomic factors, including interest rates, foreign exchange rates, prices of raw materials, and any expectations about the economy, the market sentiment. The valuation is based on expectations that might
change rapidly and without notice, depending on developments specific to individual industries and countries. Recommendations and target prices derived from the models might therefore change accordingly. The application of models depends
on forecasts of a range of economic variables, thus there is a range of reasonable variations within models. Any valuation is
dependent upon inputs that are based on the subjective opinion of the analysts carrying out this valuation.
Recommendations: Analyst(s) recommendations are based on the specific factors for the company, sector, country and
global developments, as compared to market indices. Recommendations and opinions reflect ELANA Trading's expectations over the 12-month period following publication from the perspective of long-only investment clients. ELANA Trading reserves the right to express different or contrary recommendations and opinions for different timescales or for other
types of investment client. Except as otherwise noted, expected performance over next 12 months vary for different recommendations for Bulgarian stocks as follows:
More than 5% higher as compared to SOFIX and BG40 performance
BUY
Market performance, +/-5% as compared to SOFIX and BG40
HOLD
More than 5% lower as compared to SOFIX and BG40 performance
SELL
Frequency of Recommendations: No schedule of recommendations is available. The frequency of recommendations
depends on specific factors to individual companies and the opinion of the analyst(s) for the necessity of minor or major
changes.
Copyrights: The copyrights of ELANA Trading analyses belong to the Research Department of the brokerage and their
content cannot be used for commercial purposes. Replication and redistribution of ELANA Trading analyses content is
expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of the appointed contacts listed below.
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